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Models of Difference Schemes for Ut + ux = 0

by Partial Differential Equations*

By G. W. Hedstrom**

Abstract. It is well known that difference schemes for hyperbolic equations display dis-

persion of waves.   For a general dissipative difference scheme, we present a dispersive

wave equation and show that the dispersions are essentially the same when the initial

data is a step function.

I. Introduction. For the equation ut + ux = 0, consider the difference scheme,

(1 -1) v(x, t + At) =T,c,v(x + jh, t).

We assume, of course, that the difference scheme is consistent. The scheme (1.1) is ex-

plicit if the sum is over only a finite number of terms and implicit otherwise. The-sym-

bol or amplification function for (1.1) is

0-2) G(t)=Z>/«W.

If 0(|, t) denotes the Fourier transform of v(x, t), then it is known ([1, p. 67] or [2])

that

(13) vi%, nàt) = Gn(hÇ)v($, 0).

If the difference scheme (1.1) is dissipative, that is, if

lC©l<exp{-70n      (lÉKir)

for some positive 70 and some even integer s, then either

(1.4) G© = exP{-^-Tr + Ö(l|ls+1)}      (IJI — 0)

or

(1.5) G(t) = expj-fp* + i £ ßj? - y? + 0(l|lí+1)[       (1*1 — 0),

where p = At/h, Re y > 0, and the ß. are real.

If we combine (1.5) and (1.3) and set t = nAt, we find that

(1.6) ¡KS, t) = expjf (-i? + (i/p)Z ßfh'-1^ - Cy/p)**-1** + 0(^l?lî+1))   Ö(£, 0).
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It is easy to write down a partial differential equation for which the Fourier transform

of the solution has a representation like (1.6), namely,

s-l

(1.7) ut + ux = X (ß/P)(h/i)'-1 d'u/dx' - (y/p)(- \)s/2hs-ldsu/dxs,
r

where i2 = - 1.  In the case when (1.4) holds, we use

0 -8) ut + ux = - (y/p)(- \fn1ls-lasulaxs.

For the Lax-Wendroff difference scheme [1, p. 302],

v(x, t + At) = p(p - l)v(x + h, f)l2 + (1 - p2)v(x, t) + p(p + l)v(x - h, t)l2,

the symbol is

G(%)= 1 -/psin|-p2(l -cos|),

so that for p < 1, Eq. (1.7) becomes

ut + ux =-(h2/6)(l -p2)uxxx - (h3/8)p(l -p2)uxxxx.

Various authors have based stability analysis of (1.1) on the question of well-

posedness of the Cauchy problem for (1.7), (1.8), or some similar equation; see, for ex-

ample, the papers of Hirt [3], McGuire and Morris [4], and Janenko and Sokin [5].  Be-

cause the response of difference schemes to step-function initial data is so important,

Chin [6] and Lerat and Peyret [7], [8] have used (1.7) or (1.8) to approximate special

difference schemes with step-function data.  Though at first glance it may appear that

(1.7) or (1.8) approximates (1.1) well only for smooth data, numerical experiments

and Chin's proof [6] of a special case indicate that there is good agreement even in the

case of step discontinuities.

Our main result shows that for general dissipative schemes, there is good agree-

ment between (1.7) or (1.8) and (1.1) for step-function initial data.

Theorem. Let the difference scheme (1.1) be dissipative, and let the symbol sat-

isfy (1.5) with 1 < r < s, r odd, s even, ßj  (r < / < s) real, ßr > 0, and Re y > 0.

Thus, the order of accuracy is r - 1 and the order of dissipation is s.   Let u be the so-

lution of (1.7) with initial data,

u(x, 0) = v(x, 0) = - lA      (x > 0),

0-9) u(0, 0) = v(Q, 0) = 0,

u(x, 0) = v(x, 0) = Vi (x< 0).

Then there exist positive constants Cx, C2, w0, Ki, and k2 such that at grid points,

x, t = nAt, we have the error bounds,

(1.10)    \u(x, t)-v(x,t)\ <Cxh~2'r      (\x - tip < tn-(r-1)/r),

v(x, t)\ < C2g(n, p(- 1 + x/r))exp{-n/c,(p(- 1 + x/t))r/^-^},

(tn-(r-l)/r<(x-t)<co0t),

v(x, t)\ < C2g(n, p(\ -xlt))txp{-nK2(p(\ -x/t))s'(,-l)}

(- œ0t < p(x -t)<- fft-(r-1 )lr),

\u(x, t)

(1.11)

\u(x, t)

(1.12)
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where
g(n, w) = „-Kw(4-r)/(2r-2) (0 < w < „-<^» >/(*-!)),

g(n, W) = n^w(2s+2-r)/(2r-2) (<y > „-(r-1 )/(*-! )}

/« r/ze case when G satisfies (1.4), so that the order of accuracy is s - I, then (1.10)-

(1.12) are valid if u is the solution of (1.8) and if each r is replaced by s.  In the un-

likely situation when (1.5) holds with even r, estimates (1.10) and (1.12) are still valid,

but there are oscillations ahead of the front as well as behind it, and (1.11) is replaced

by

\u(x, t) - v(x, t)\ < C2g(n, p(- 1 + jc/r))exp{-«K2(p(- 1 + x/t))s/<-r~l)}

(tn-("-x)lr < p(x - t) < oj0í).

Finally, if (1.5) holds with odd r and ßr < 0, there are oscillations ahead of the front

only, and the exponential factors in the right-hand sides o/ (1.11) and (1.12) are ex-

changed.

The proof is given in Section 3 and is based on some saddle-point estimates given

in Section 2.

For the sake of comparison, we present the behavior of the solution of (1.1) with

step-function initial data (1.9) under the condition that (1.5) holds with r odd, ßr > 0.

It follows from the work of Brenner and Thomée [9], Hedstrom [10, Theorem 5.3],

and Serdjukova [11] that

\v(x, t)\<C3      (p\x - il < tn'(r-l)lr),

\v(x, t) + Vil < C4«-'/j(p(- 1 + xlt)TrK2r-2hxp{-nKx(p(- 1 + x/t))r,<-r-^}

(1.13) (tn-^-^/r<p(x-t)<co0t),

\v(x, t) - Vil < C4«-'/j(p(l -x/r)r'/(2''-2)exp{-n/c2(p(l -x/t))s/<-r-l)}

(- cj0í « p(x - r) < - m~(r_1)/0-

In fact, if ßs+ j ¥= 0, these bounds and the bounds in the theorem are sharp, and the

exponential factors are identical; only an oscillatory factor cos(a + n\p(p\l - x/t\)) is

left out.  Hence, we see that for \p(x ~ t)\ < r/f ('-1)/(,s+1), u mimics v better than v

mimics the solution of ut + ux = 0, but the reverse is true otherwise.  It does not mat-

ter, though, that u does not mimic v so well for \p(x - t)\ > tn~^l^/(-s+l\ because

the exponential factors are then very small.

We remark that there are equations other than (1.7) that one could consider.  It

is clear that the first dispersive term, (ßr/p)(h/i)r~ld'u/dx'', should be kept; and it fol-

lows from the role of s in (1.13) that we want the first dissipative term,

-(- l)s/2(y/p)hs~1dsu/dxs. Thus, we should consider the equation,

ut + ux = (ßr/p)(h/i)r~ldru/dxr - (- \)s/2(ylp)hs~xb-sulô-xs.

Our methods may be easily applied to this equation. They show that if there is a dis-
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persive coefficient ßf i= 0 with r </' < s and if ¿7 is the smallest such index/, then

(1.10)—(1.12) still hold but with g(n, to) replaced by gx(n, co), where

gl(n, CO) - w-'/^(4"r)/(2,-2) (0 < w < „-(/-l)/(?-2));

gx(n, CO) = n^^q-r)/{2r-2)        (&) > n~(r-l)/(q-2)y

Hence, in this case u approximates ü better than v approximates the solution of ut +

ux = 0 only for p\x - t\ < tn~(r~l^,q, and since the oscillatory region behind the wave

[see (1.13)] extends back to p(x - t) = -ÍM-**"-1^, there is a significant region in

which the approximation is not very good.  It is for this reason that we use Eq. (1.7).

Such considerations, letting s —► °°, indicate that it is not a good idea to try to use a

partial differential equation to mimic the oscillations of v if lG(£)l = 1.

This paper was written to answer a question raised by C. K. Chu during the dis-

cussion of a paper of Lerat and Peyret at the Fourth International Conference on Nu-

merical Methods and Fluid Dynamics at Boulder, Colorado, in June 1974.

FI. Estimates of an Integral. We take the most interesting case, namely, we assume

that the symbol satisfies (1.5) with r odd and ßr > 0. The other cases may be analyzed

in the same way. We begin by making saddle-point estimates of an integral.

Lemma . Let <p and f be analytic functions in the disc l£l < n. Let <¡> have Mac-

laurin expansion,

s-l

(2.1) *(*) = «■£ 0/É7'--rf1+...,
r

where 1 <r <s,r is odd, s is even, ßr > 0, each 0. (r <j < s) is real, and Re y > 0.

Let 1/(1)1 ̂ M for l£l < n. For integers n,p>0 and for real parameter co define the

integral,

An   (co) =  P ?p/(£)exp{«(0(í) - /co|)} d%.

77ze/z there exist positive constants C5(p), C6(p), co0, k1 , and k2 such that

(2.2) U„ p(co)l <MC5(p)n^P+l>>/r       (Icol < n^"-^/r),

\An p(co)l <MC(¡(p)n^\coPP + 2^^2'-2\xV{-nK, W^1 >}

(2.3) '

(-co0 <co<-«-('"-1>/'"),

U„>p(co)l < MC6(p)n-'A\coPP + 2'r^2'-2hxp{-m^r-i)}

(2.4)
(n-(^1)/'-<w<Wo).

Proof. We change the path of integration in the complex £-plane to make it pass

through two saddle points of the function 0(|) - ico%, that is, through solutions of the

equation, <¡!>'(|) - ico = 0.  As Icol —* 0, there are r - 1 saddle points of 0(£) - /co£ giv-

en by

(2.5) ^ = (u/(rßr))iar^) + 0(U2ar-i)X

one for each branch of the (r - l)st root.
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Consider any fixed branch of the (r - l)st root.  The function <p(%) - ico% has Tay-

lor series about £0 of the form,

oo

(2-6) m - /co? = b0(co) + L ô.-(w)(| - So)7-
2

It follows from (2.1) and (2.5) that as Icol —* 0, we have

(2.7) b2(co) = ir(r - l)(ßr/2)(co/(rßr))^2^r-l) + O(U),

(2.8) ^.(co)! = 6>(lcol('-')/('-1))      (/ = 3, 4,. . . , r - 1),

(2.9) ^(co) = zi3r + 0(lcol1/(''-1)).

If Icol is small enough so that l£0l < it - 1, the radius of convergence of the series (2.6)

is at least one.  Hence, there is a constant C1 such that

(2.10) \bi(cS)\<C1      (/ = /•+ l,r + 2,...).

Besides the constant term b0(co), the most important terms in (2.6) are b2(cd)(% - £0)2

and br(cú)(% - %0)r. We see from (2.7) and (2.9) that we can choose a contour ro

through £0 on which

Re(ft2(<o)(? - S0)2 + fcr(w)(| - £„)') < - «3 lw|(^)/(r-i) |S _ |o|2 _ ^ |É _ |q|,

for Icol < to0 and for some positive constants to0, k3, and k4.  It follows from (2.8)

and (2.10) that on Tt, the part of T0 on which \% - £0I < C8 l|0l, we have

(2.11) RefXÉ) - /col) < Re bQ(co) - k3 lcol(,'-2>/('-1)l£ - £0I2 - k4l| - %0\r

for Icol < co0 and for smaller positive constants co0, k3, and k4. We see from (2.11)

that

|J„ ?f(k) exp{«(0(|) - /«$)} dt
ri

(2.12) < 2pM$r (l|0lp + I? - So|P)exp{«(Reô0(co) - ka\% - %0\r)} d%

<MC9n-l/r(\co\p/('-1) + /Tp/r)exp{w Re b0(co)}

and

up Çp/(Ç)expM*(|)-i<yÇ)}dÇ
ri

<2pM/ri(l?0|P + IS-S0IO

(2.13) -exp{n(Re Z>0(co) - K3lwK'-2)/^*)|| - £0l2)}ld|l

<MC10«-1/2lco|-('-2>/í2''-2)(lcolí'/^-1> + „-P^lcjl-Pi^)^/-^))

•exp{« Re ¿>0(co)}.
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f,-plane

Figure 1

C-plane

Figure 2

It is clear that we should use (2.12) if Icol < n^r'l)/r, and (2.13) if n~{r~i)lr <

Icol < co0.

We want to use a contour joining - rr to it while going over the lowest possible

saddle points, those with Re b0(co) as small as possible.  If co < 0, we choose the path

of integration T as in Fig. 1, passing through the saddle points that are closest to the

real axis in the upper half-plane, and these are the highest points on the path.  The case

r = 9 and co < 0 is illustrated in Fig. 1, and the saddle points are denoted by crosses.

Near the saddle points we choose T so that (2.11) holds.  At these two saddle points

we conclude from (2.5) that
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(2.14) Re b0(u) = Re(0(So) - iwÇ0) <-k, lwlr/(r~1>.

The estimate (2.3) now follows from (2.13) and (2.14), and inequality (2.2) for co < 0

follows from (2.12) and (2.14).

If co > 0, the best path T to take from - it to it has as its summits the two sad-

dle points (2.5) nearest to the real axis. We choose T as in Fig. 2 so that (2.11) holds

near the saddle points.  It follows from (2.1) and (2.5) that for these two saddle points,

*  Im£0 =-(ReTs/(/"- l))(/"0f)_(^1)/(''"1)w(s^)/(''"1)(l + 0(u)U^-^))

as Icol —► 0.  Consequently, we see that for 0 < co < co0, there exists a positive num-

ber k2 such that

(2.15) Re¿0(co) = Re(0(io) - iwf0) <-K3d>^r~lK

We now obtain (2.4) from (2.13) and (2.15), and we obtain (2.2) for co > 0 from

(2.12) and (2.15).  This proves the Lemma.

III. Proof of the Theorem. We again concentrate on the case when (1.5) holds

with r odd and ßr > 0; the other cases are proved similarly.  The Fourier transform of

the step-function initial data (1.9) is given by 0(£, 0) = i/%, so that (1.3) becomes

(3.1) fi(& «Ar) = iGn(h\)l%>

while the solution of (1.7) with the same initial data has Fourier transform,

(3.2) û(l, t) = (i/%) exp{r(- $ + myw))},

where sl

<Kt) = i X ßß1 - y%s.
r

The difference w = u - v at time t = nAt is given by the inverse Fourier transform,

(3-3) w(x, t) = 1/(277)/" m, t) - va, t))eixi d%.

We split the integral (3.3) into three parts: the central part,

/, = \i(2it)Vlh m, o - Ö& t))é*t d%,

the tail for the differential equation,

I2 = l/<2n)Jm>n/hUG,t)¿**dl

and the tail for the difference scheme,

We estimate lx first.  It follows from (1.6) and (3.2) that

/n/h
, WCAÖexptfix - m + «0(«m d%

-tr/h

for some function /(f), which is bounded and analytic on the disc If I < n, l/(f)l < M.

The substitution f = h% transforms the integral into
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/, = t/(2nh) P fs/(f)exp{«(/p(- 1 + x/r)f + 0(f))} df.
J — TT

An application of the Lemma with co = p(l - xlt) and p = s shows that because

(3.4) tlh = np,

we have

(3.5) I/, I <MC5(s)p/(2TT)n-^+1-r)/r (p\x - t\ < f/T^1*''),

l/J <MC6(s)p/(27r)n,/2lp(l -x/f)l(2s+2"'')/(2'-2)exp{-«K1 lp(l -x/f)rr/<'"-1>}

(3.6)

(rn-('-1)/''<p(x-0<WoO.

I/, I <MC6(s)p/(27r)n,/j(p(l - x/i))(2î+2"-'')/(2''"2)exp{-«K2(p(l - x/f))*'*'^}

(3.7)
(-co0r<p(x-0<-f«"(''"1)/'")-

We now estimate I2.  By the change of variable f = h%, it follows from (3.2) that

l2 = i/{2it) J|f i>wexp{«(/p(- 1 + x/r)f + 0(f))} df/f.

Consequently, we have

(3.8) l/21 < 1/77 Í °° exp{- nyts] df/f < Cx. n~1/sexp{- ny^}.
J IT

In the integral /3 we also make the substitution f = h% and obtain the representa-

tion,

/3 = -//(27r)J|f|>jrG"(f)e-f/'!df/f.

It is clear from (1.2) that G is periodic with period 27T, so that at a grid point x we

may rewrite /3 as
oo

73 = -V* Z P G"(f)f/(f2 - 4f2n2)eix*/h dt.

Here, we have used the fact that exp{-2mjx/h} = 1 at a grid point x. We now use the

Lemma with p = 1 and with M = l/((4/2 - l)7r2) to show that

(3.9) l/3l<C5(l)i!-2/'      (p\x-t\<tn<r-Wr),

l/3l <C6(l)(p(-l +x/i))(4-f)/(2'-2)exp{-«K1(p(-l + xlt))r'^-^}n-Vl

(3.10)
(tn-^-^/r < p(x - t) < co0t),

l/3KC6(l)(p(l -x/f))(4"'')/(2''"2)exp{-/îK2(p(l -jc/f)),/('-1>}/r%

(3.11)

(- co0r < p(x - f) < - tn-(r-^lr).

The theorem now follows from estimates (3.5)—(3.11).  Note that for p\x - t\ <

tri~v~l> i*"1), the largest contribution comes from the tail 73, while  for

tn (r      (s~l> < p Ix - rl < co0i, the largest contribution comes from the central term Ix.
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